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Abstract

Most randomized controlled trials (RCT) of social programs test interventions at modest
scale. While the hope is that promising programs will be scaled up, we have few successful
examples of this scale-up process in practice. Ideally we would like to know which programs will
work at large scale before we invest the resources to take them to scale. But it would seem that
the only way to tell whether a program works at scale is to test it at scale. Our goal in this paper
is to propose a way out of this Catch-22. We first develop a simple model that helps clarify the
type of scale-up challenge for which our method is most relevant. Most social programs rely on
labor as a key input (teachers, nurses, social workers, etc.). We know people vary greatly in their
skill at these jobs. So social programs, like firms, confront a search problem in the labor market
that can lead to inelastically-supplied human capital. The result is that as programs scale,
either average costs must increase if program quality is to be held constant, or else program
quality will decline if average costs are held fixed. Our proposed method for reducing the costs
of estimating program impacts at large scale combines the fact that hiring inherently involves
ranking inputs with the most powerful element of the social science toolkit: randomization.
We show that it is possible to operate a program at modest scale n but learn about the input
supply curves facing the firm at much larger scale S × n by randomly sampling the inputs the
provider would have hired if they operated at scale S × n. We build a simple two-period model
of social-program decision making and use a model of Bayesian learning to develop heuristics
for when scale-up experiments of the sort we propose are likely to be particularly valuable. We
also present a series of results to illustrate the method, including one application to a real-world
tutoring program that highlights an interesting observation: The noisier the program provider’s
prediction of input quality, the less pronounced is the scale-up problem.
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1 Introduction

Economists and other social scientists increasingly use randomized controlled trials (RCTs) to help

inform policy decisions. This process typically begins by testing interventions at modest scale,

with samples never more than a few thousand – and more typically in the hundreds, if not far

less (Al-Ubaydli et al., 2017b).1 The hope is that evidence from these RCTs will help the public

sector develop similarly-successful large-scale versions of these programs. Yet as argued by Ron

Haskins, President Bush’s Senior Advisor for Welfare Policy, even with RCTs where “promise has

been shown ... we struggle to scale up the programs we know to have impacts.”2

Perhaps in part because academics are rarely involved in the scale-up process, we have relatively

little scientific evidence about the nature of the scale-up problem or its remedies. What research

there is tends to focus on treatment heterogeneity, and how demand for the program by different

types of clients may change as scale increases in ways that affect average program impacts.3 But

there are other challenges too, on the provider (or “supply”) side.4 One key supply-side challenge

was noted by the distinguished sociologist Peter Rossi 30 years ago: “Given that a treatment is

effective in a pilot test does not mean that when turned over to YOAA [Your Ordinary American

Agency], effectiveness can be maintained . . . There is a big difference between running a program

on a small scale with highly skilled and very devoted personnel and running a program with the

1For example, the most influential early-childhood RCTs in the United States, Perry Preschool and Abecedarian,
provided services to only about 50 children each in a single study site (Campbell et al., 2002; Schweinhart et al.,
2005). The Nurse Family Partnership (NFP) home-visitation program was tested with a few hundred new mothers
in three different cities (Olds, 2006). Even the most well-known social experiments in the US, such as the RAND
Health Insurance experiment, the Negative Income Tax experiments, or the Moving to Opportunity experiment, at
most have a few thousand study subjects.

2Former President Bill Clinton made a similar observation: “Nearly every problem has been solved by someone,
somewhere...we can’t seem to replicate [those solutions] anywhere else.” Haskins: https://spotlightonpoverty.org/

spotlight-exclusives/fighting-poverty-requires-evidence-based-policymaking/ Clinton: https://ssir.

org/articles/entry/going_to_scale
3Previous studies essentially try to model the structure of the heterogeneity in treatment response, in order to

better forecast average program effects when delivered to larger, more representative program populations (Andrews
and Oster, 2017; Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Cook and Campbell, 1979; Cronbach and Shapiro, 1982; Heckman and
Vytlacil, 2005, 2007; Hedges and O’Muircheartaigh, 2011; Tipton, 2013; Stuart et al., 2011). Part of the challenge
may be due to variation across client populations in their willingness to comply with policy interventions (Al-Ubaydli
et al., 2017a).

4In addition to the problem of inelastically-supplied inputs used by social programs, which is the focus of our own
paper, previous research has mentioned other potential problems that providers may face including the difficulties
programs may face in managing and preserving the organizational culture for a larger program, or general equilibrium
effects in which the market price or value for the outcome produced changes as more of it is supplied; see for example
(Al-Ubaydli et al., 2017b; Banerjee et al., 2017). Below we consider the relationship between those challenges and
the one we consider.
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lesser skilled and less devoted personnel that YOAA ordinarily has at its disposal” (1987).5

There is an economic explanation for this. As Summers (2003) noted: “When we use evidence

from small interventions to advocate significantly greater public expenditure, we must recognize

that we will run into some combination of diminishing returns and higher prices as we scale up

programs. It is difficult to quantify this decrease in benefits and increase in costs, but almost

certainly, large-scale programs will have lower rates of return than those measured for small-scale

programs” (p. 287).

While the challenge created by inelastically supplied program inputs obviously does not explain

every scale-up problem, it seems relevant for many important cases. Consider one canonical example

from education: class size. The Tennessee STAR experiment randomized 11, 600 students in grades

K − 3 into small or large classes. Teachers were also randomly assigned to classrooms, so teacher

“quality” was held constant. The experiment was so important partly because class size is one of

the biggest drivers of education budgets, and has been the topic of a great deal of policy debate

and of research within the economics of education. The STAR data suggested that reducing class

sizes by one-third increased test scores by 0.15 standard deviations (SD), with even larger gains

(0.24 SD) for African-American students (Mosteller, 1995; Krueger, 1999; Krueger and Whitmore,

2001; Schanzenbach, 2006).

These findings helped motivate California in the 1990s to spend $1 billion a year to reduce K −3

class sizes by a third statewide. But the statewide impacts were estimated to be just one-third to

one-half those from STAR (Jepsen and Rivkin, 2009). Treatment heterogeneity does not seem like

a promising explanation because the estimated effects in California were (at least in the first few

years) smaller in the high-poverty, mostly minority schools where benefits were the largest in the

STAR demonstration. The explanation offered by Jepsen and Rivkin (2009) is that California had

to hire an extra 25, 000 new teachers the first two years of implementing the policy, which led to

an influx of inexperienced, uncertified teachers. The consequences of this were compounded by the

decision of many experienced teachers who had been working in disadvantaged schools to leave for

new openings in more affluent districts. The result was a decline in teacher quality that partially

offset the benefits of reduced class-sizes.

Despite the potential importance of upward-sloping supply curves for program scale-up, this

5https://www.gwern.net/docs/1987-rossi
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possibility has not had much impact on economic research in practice. Table 1 shows most program

evaluations to date implicitly assume the benefit-cost ratios they estimate at small scale will hold

at larger scale. Of the 48 program evaluations published in leading general-interest or applied

micro-economic journals between 2005 and 2015, just one mentions the possibility that inelastic

supply for any program inputs could cause the program’s benefit-cost ratio to be different at large

versus small scale.6 None of these 48 studies has anything to say about what the benefits versus

costs of the intervention might actually be at large scale. Even the excellent benefit-cost analysis

of class-size reduction by Krueger (2003), which noted the possibility that “The quality of teachers

could decline (at least in the short run) if class size is reduced on a wide scale” (p. F59), wound

up in practice having to calculate benefits and costs at the scale the STAR demonstration was

implemented.7

Perhaps one reason studies do not account for possible supply-side impacts from scaling up

programs is the intrinsic difficulty of quantifying this phenomenon. We would ideally wish to

inform decisions about whether to scale a program by drawing on evidence for how the program

works at large scale. But the only way we can generate evidence about whether the program works

at large scale, it would seem, is by scaling it up.

Our goal in this paper is to propose a way out of this Catch-22. We first develop a simple model

that helps clarify the type of scale-up problem for which our method is useful. Most social programs,

like the teaching example above, essentially involve hiring a person to work with a client: Social

workers counsel the distressed; police work with crime victims and other community members;

lawyers assist the indigent; mentors counsel young people; doctors and nurses treat patients. We

know from a large body of social science research that people vary in their effectiveness at these

tasks, or put differently, vary in their skill. This means that social programs, like firms, confront a

search problem in the labor market that leads to inelastically-supplied human capital. Any program

that relies on at least one input that is inelastically supplied will, so long as there are not increasing

returns to scale, experience increasing costs per unit of output as scale increases, holding output

quality constant, or will have declining quality holding average costs constant. The shape of the

6The journals we reviewed were the American Economic Review, Quarterly Journal of Economics, Journal of

Political Economy, Journal of Labor Economics, Journal of Human Resources, and the Journal of Public Economics.
We define an article as a “program evaluation” if it measures the effect of a specific intervention.

7Kerwin and Thornton (2017) evaluate full and reduced cost version of a literacy program in Uganda in hopes of
determining how well the impacts may scale.
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supply curve for any given input will depend on the accuracy of the provider’s prediction of input

quality at the hiring stage, how input quality as defined by the provider is valued by the rest of the

market, and the distribution of input quality within the population.

This simple model has several other relevant implications. The optimal mix of inputs for a

social program may be very different at small versus large scale. In addition, if some programs

depend more than others on inelastically-supplied inputs, the rank-ordering of social programs in

terms of their benefit-cost ratios may depend on the target scale of the program’s operations. For

example, at small scale, in-person tutoring might yield better results than any on-line instructional

technology because the tutors help motivate and inspire students in a way that the technology does

not. But as the scale increases, the program may no longer be able to find such inspiring tutors

at the same wage and will have to hire somewhat less inspiring tutors, so the value of the tutors

declines with scale. Therefore, the benefit-cost ratio of on-line tutoring may exceed that of the

in-person tutoring at a large scale, even if the value of in-person tutoring far exceeds that of on-line

tutoring at small scales. Of course, acting on these insights requires some way to measure impacts

not just at small scale, but at large scale as well.

Our proposed solution to the challenge of estimating program impacts at large scale relies on the

most basic (and powerful) element of our social-science toolkit: random sampling. We start with

the observation that hiring inherently involves the ranking of inputs. Our method merely requires

that the firm records these rankings. We show that it is then possible to operate a program at some

modest scale, n, but learn about the input supply curves facing the firm up to an arbitrarily larger

scale, say S×n, by randomly sampling inputs to hire from the provider’s rank-ordered list of inputs.

That is, instead of hiring the top-ranked inputs that the provider would choose at scale n, identify

the set of inputs the provider would hire if they were to operate at scale S ×n and randomly sample

from that list. This adds a bit of sampling uncertainty relative to actually operating at scale S ×n,

but in exchange greatly reduces the cost - and hence increases the feasibility- of understanding

how program input quality and prices would change at much larger scales. When the impacts of

individual workers are observable, this experimental design yields estimates which are informative

about input quality at every scale between 1 and S × n. One can determine which inputs would

be utilized at any of these scales because the program records its rankings of all inputs up to scale

S × n. Moreover, with some functional form assumptions one could even learn something about
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input supply beyond scale S × n.

We build a simple two-period model of social-program decision making and use a model of

Bayesian learning to develop heuristics for when scale-up experiments are likely to be particularly

valuable. The primary benefit of the sort of scale-up experiment we propose is to reduce the variance

of the program provider’s beliefs about the level of worker human capital at large scale. This will

be relatively more valuable when the provider’s prior about the elasticity of human capital with

respect to scale is more dispersed, as may occur when a social program is new, and/or is making

relatively large changes in scale, and/or has few close substitutes in the outputs it produces.

Note that our proposed method for scale-up experiments also helps solve the problem of dis-

entangling “supply” versus “demand” effects on program effectiveness – that is, the role played by

changes in the way the program is delivered as it scales, versus the role played by changes in the

type of program recipient served as scale increases. Under our proposed scale-up experiment, the

pool of participants served is as if the program were delivered at scale n while average inputs are

used as if the program is delivered at scale S × n. The simplest version of our approach could not

tell us exactly what would happen at scale S × n because there would be demand-side changes

in program participant characteristics when actually operating at the much larger scale.8 But in

principle we could support the same sort of scale-extrapolation on the demand side by using what-

ever rank-ordering providers have of potential program participants to do the same type of random

sampling on the demand side.9 Carrying out demand-side and supply-side scale-up experiments

together may be particularly useful in applications where client-and-provider match quality may

be important.

We also present a series of empirical results that help illustrate our proposed scale-up experi-

ment method. We first present simulation results that demonstrate the tradeoff between cost and

sampling uncertainty, and also highlight the flexibility of the approach to account for various con-

straints that inevitably come up when carrying out RCTs in the real world. We then present the

8Allcott (2015) documents “site-selection bias,” where the probability a program is adopted at a site is correlated
with the site specific impact, in Opower conservation programs. Al-Ubaydli et al. (2017a) note that one reason
the marginal clients may benefit less as a program expands is reduced willingness to comply with the program’s
conditions.

9In many social policy applications prospective clients may be rank-ordered by providers based on some assessment
of client risk or expected benefit from the program; in other cases clients are served on a first-come, first-serve basis,
which also creates a rank-ordering. In those cases the same sort of random sampling approach we propose here could
be carried out on the “demand” (client) side.
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results of a translation task run on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, which illustrates both how the

quality of inputs at a given price change as scale increases (or equivalently how the price needed

to maintain a given input quality changes with scale), and the value of our scale-up experiment for

avoiding an unexpected decline in program quality (or increase in program costs) as the program

is taken to scale. We conclude with the results from a personalized educational intervention we

have been studying in Chicago - SAGA tutoring - where we have the provider’s rank-ordering of

tutor quality from the hiring stage and have randomly assigned Chicago public school students

to tutors.10 We find that tutor “value-added” actually does not decline at all with the provider’s

rank-ordering of tutors at the time they were hired, which highlights an interesting implication

of our framework: The noisier the provider’s prediction of input quality, all else equal, the less

pronounced is the scale-up problem.

The insights that motivate our proposed scale-up experiments also suggest a new parameter

that could be estimated as part of many RCTs: the correlation between employee rank-order in the

hiring process and employee “quality” or value added. This statistic can be calculated whenever

employee value-added can be estimated, even in applications where a full-blown scale-up experiment

is not possible, and provides one simple summary statistic for the degree to which inelastic labor

supply might be a challenge for the scale-up of that program.

2 Conceptual Framework

In this section, we develop a simple model to illustrate a few basic insights that are typically

ignored in practice in the program evaluation literature and in the social policy community more

generally. We first show program effects will scale at a slower rate than the program’s size, so

long as the production function does not have increasing returns to scale, if at least one input is

inelastically supplied. Second, we show that heterogeneous inputs of the sort that are so central to

social programs (i.e. personnel) are generally inelastically supplied.

10SAGA Innovations tutoring was originally delivered by Match Education of Boston. In 2015, executives from
Match Education spun off from Match to form SAGA Innovations, an independent enterprise that aims to bring this
tutoring model into traditional public school systems across the country. We refer to the program as SAGA tutoring
throughout for ease of exposition.
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2.1 Benefit-cost ratios will fall if even a single input is inelastically supplied

Suppose a social program is given a contract to serve n participants at a cost of m dollars per

participant. The program’s total impact is given by ∆ = p × F (H(L; w), K) where F (·) is a

constant returns to scale production function which takes workers’ human capital, H(L; w), and

capital, K, as inputs, and p is the market price or social value of whatever output the program

produces. We assume the program knows F (·).11 Other firm objective functions are of course

possible. For example, programs may seek to maximize total impact subject to some quality floor

set by their funders, where the program’s future funding might be jeopardized if output quality in

the current period falls below the floor. We return to this below in our empirical results.

The program chooses its inputs and the wage in order to maximize its net impact ∆ − wL − rK

in the present period subject to the constraints of its contract, where we assume capital is perfectly

elastically supplied at a price of r, the firm chooses a wage w to pay workers, and human capital

is potentially inelastically supplied. The quantity of human capital depends on both the number

of workers hired and the wage. This yields an average impact of ∆/n with a benefit-cost ratio of

p × F (H(L; w), K)/(wL + rK).

As Table 1 shows, program evaluations often make the implicit assumption that this benefit-cost

ratio can be maintained if a program’s scale increases. However, our simple set up makes clear , so

long as a production function does not have increasing returns to scale, the average program effect

can only be maintained at the same average cost at all scales when all inputs are perfectly elastically

supplied. If any inputs are inelastically supplied, average costs must increase with program size in

order to maintain the same average effect. Therefore, benefit-cost ratios will decline when even a

single input is inelastically supplied.

Moreover, the rate at which average program effects fall with scale holding costs constant (or

average costs rise holding program quality constant) will depend on a program’s relative utilization

of inelastically-supplied versus elastically-supplied inputs. Therefore, policymakers may be better

off scaling a program that yields modest returns at a small scale but utilizes elastically-supplied

inputs over one that has larger returns at small scale but relies more on inelastic inputs.

11In practice, the program may only estimate ∆ by way of a randomized controlled trial.
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2.2 Search for heterogenous inputs creates inelasticity

The previous subsection showed that inelastically supplied inputs cause average program effects to

decline as a program scales if average costs are held constant. Here we show that the provider’s

search for heterogeneous inputs is one source of this type of inelasticity. We suppose in what

follows that capital is homogeneous, but workers provide heterogeneous quantities of human capital.

Potential workers’ human capital is distributed according to density g(h; w) when the wage is w.

Since the program may screen applicants using the information acquired during the hiring

process, the distribution of hired workers’ human capital depends on the program’s ability to

accurately assess applicants’ human capital in addition to g(·). Of course the program provider

often does not know workers’ precise human capital at the hiring stage, but instead must rely on

a potentially noisy signal of each applicant’s true human capital:

h̃i = hi + εi,

where εi are assumed to be independent across applicants with variances σ2
i which are unknown

to the program. If the program hires L workers at a wage w its human capital is given H(L; w) =

∑L
i=1 hi. We assume the program observes hi for each hired worker when impacts are realized.

If σ2
i = 0 for all i then the program has perfect information about the relative ranking of

applicant quality and hires the L best applicants. In this case, human capital of hired workers is

given by:

H(L; w; σ2 ≡ 0) = h(|A|) + . . . + h(|A|−L+1),

where h(1) ≤ . . . ≤ h(|A|) is the ordered set of applicants’ human capital levels. In the more general

case, when the program has imperfect information, the human capital of hired workers is:

H(L; w) = hh̃(|A|)
+ . . . + hh̃(|A|−L+1)

,

where hh̃(1)
, . . . , hh̃(|A|)

is the set of applicants’ human capital levels ordered according to h̃i.

This analysis implies that input quality, and by extension average costs, will be more elastic
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with respect to program scale when a program is better at hiring the best workers. To see this,

observe that the elasticity of human capital with respect to program size n is:

γH
n =

dH/dn

H̄
.

H̄ is the average human capital of workers hired at scale n and dH/dn is the human capital of the

marginal worker hired if the program’s scale increases to n + 1. When the program has perfect

information, it is necessarily the case that each worker supplies at least as much human capital

as the subsequently hired worker. This becomes less likely as the program’s signal-to-noise ratio

about worker productivity declines.12

While no simple model can explain every aspect of the scale-up challenge, we believe this model

is relevant for a large number of important applications. One reason is because of the importance of

skilled labor for so many social programs, combined with the large body of social science evidence

of substantial variation in worker effectiveness in many occupations such as teaching (Chetty et al.,

2014), medical care (Fletcher et al., 2014), policing (Rozema and Schanzenbach, 2016), and law

(Abrams and Yoon, 2007). A second reason is that the organizational or management challenges

that providers face as they grow, noted by Banerjee et al. (2017) and Al-Ubaydli et al. (2017b)

among others, can often be thought of as stemming from variation across workers in either their

ability to work with a given level of supervision or their commitment to the organization’s mission.

This is a problem that could in principle be solved in many cases by increasing wages, in order to

try to keep employee skill or commitment constant.13

3 Scale-Up Experiments

In this subsection, we propose a solution to the Catch-22 described in the introduction: when

deciding which programs should be scaled, we want to understand their impacts when implemented

12The shape of the supply curve for labor inputs to a given program will additionally depend on how the human
capital valued by the program is distributed within the population, and how this human capital is valued by the
rest of the labor market. If for example the program has a unique output and production function that relies on
a worker skill that is independent of what other programs (or private-sector firms) value, all else equal elasticity of
human capital with respect to program size will be lower than if the program valued the same type of workers as
other employers.

13Alternatively a program could increase the program budget share devoted to managers as scale increases; in this
case one could think of there being an upward sloping supply curve in what we might term “adequately monitored
or managed workers.”
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at large scale. But how do we do that other than by implementing the program at large scale?

3.1 The Basic Idea

We showed in Section 2 that hiring inherently involves rank-ordering inputs in terms of their

predicted productivity. In order to hire the most productive or high-human-capital workers, the

program must form an explicit (or at least implicit) ranking of all applicants. So long as the

program is willing to document this rank-ordering, it will be able to predict which workers it

would hire at an arbitrary scale S × n without ever operating at that scale. The program can

then estimate how worker quality evolves with scale by randomly sampling the number of workers

needed to operate at scale n from the set of workers it would hire if operating at scale S × n. This

provides an opportunity for a program to reduce its uncertainty about how its impact will scale

before making the decision to scale.

Formally, let {h̃1,w, h̃2,w, . . .} denote the human capital levels of the set of applicants to the social

program when the wage is w, ordered according to the program’s signal of their quality. When

operating optimally, the program will hire the subset {h̃j,w}L(n)
j=1 . This hiring strategy maximizes

the expected quality of inputs utilized by the program, yields an unbiased estimate of the program’s

impact at this scale and is informative about individual and total human capital up to scale n.

Alternatively, a program can learn about its expected impact at an arbitrary scale by running

a Scale-Up Experiment.

Definition 1. In a Scale-Up Experiment for an arbitrary scale S × n, a program randomly hires

L(n) workers from the larger subset of applicants {h̃j,w}L(S×n)
j=1 at a rate of 1

L(S×n) .

This experimental design yields an unbiased estimate of average human capital at scale S × n,

is informative about how human capital changes with scale of up to S × n, and, if inputs are

homogeneous of degree one with respect to the program’s scale, yields an unbiased estimate of the

program’s impact at scale S × n.14 This additional information comes at the cost of obtaining a

somewhat noisier estimate of the program’s input quality at scale n and requiring the program

to operate suboptimally at its actual scale n since the program is choosing not to utilize the best

14In general, this design yields an upper bound on the average impact at scale S × n. This is because a constant
returns to scale production function is concave in each of its inputs and Jensen’s Inequality implies that for a concave
function, the function of the expectation is less than or equal to the expectation of the function.
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inputs it could have hired to operate at scale n.

As an illustration of the potential value of a scale-up experiment, consider the hypothetical

“worker quality curve” in Figure 1. This figure shows the marginal worker’s quality as a function

of the number of workers hired by a hypothetical social program that will be considered in more

depth in subsection 4.1. Suppose the program will be implemented at a scale requiring 50 workers

as part of an RCT which will inform whether or not the scale of the program should be increased

to a level requiring 500 workers. If the program hires the 50 best applicants, the average worker

quality in the RCT will be 2.30. However, the average worker quality at the scale requiring 500

workers is 44 percent lower. Consequently, the RCT will overstate the program’s impact at the

larger scale. But if the program randomly hires 50 workers from the set of 500 workers it would hire

at the larger scale, the RCT will provide evidence about the program’s impact using an unbiased

estimate of worker quality at the scale of interest.

This design can be generalized in a number of ways. In some cases, like when recruitment

is done via an online platform, the program may be able to also randomize what wage workers

are promised. The program could then randomly vary wages and randomly sample workers from

applicant pools expecting different wages to identify H(S × n; w) for each wage. This additional

information comes at the cost of noisier estimates of average human capital at a given program

scale and wage.15

The design can also be easily adapted to incorporate more sophisticated sampling methods like

stratification, as discussed further below, and in principle could even be used to estimate elasticity

of human capital beyond scale S×n through extrapolation if we are willing to make some functional

form assumptions. The obvious concern is the possibility that the shape of the supply curve changes

beyond scale S × n. This possibility can never be entirely ruled out, so interpolation up through

scale S × n will always yield the most reliable information. But we can at least test how well

our functional form assumptions would hold up through scale S × n; that is, we can estimate the

functional form of the input supply curve up through scale (S−k)×n and see how well extrapolation

of that curve up through scale S × n fits the data.

15While there are no federal labor laws prohibiting paying workers different wages for the same work as long as
the differences are not systematically related to a protected class, a potential cost of this type of wage experiment is
creating discontent among workers.
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3.2 When to Run Scale-Up Experiments

In this subsection, we extend our model to examine the conditions under which it is optimal for

a program provider to carry out a scale-up experiment. The social program’s problem of learning

about input supply curves is similar to private-sector firms trying to learn the demand curves

for their products. As a result, our discussion builds on Mirman et al. (1993) who study price

experimentation by a monopolist who is uncertain about demand.

We assume a risk neutral social program operates for two periods. In the first period, the

program serves n individuals at a cost of m per participant. The program must decide whether to

operate as usual or to run a scale-up experiment about its impact at scale S × n while operating

at scale n. In the second period, the program can choose to operate at scale n or to expand its

scale to S × n participants, still at a cost of m per participant. The program aims to maximize its

total impact across these two periods. For simplicity, assume the program does not discount. As in

Section 2, the program’s impact is given by ∆ = p×F (H(L(N); w), K(N)) where L(N) and K(N)

are the program’s demand functions at an arbitrary scale N . Given its choice in each period, the

program chooses the quantity of its inputs according to these demand functions.

The program anticipates that its average human capital may be elastic with respect to its scale.

Specifically, it believes its average human capital at scale N and wage w is given by: H(L(N); w) =

H(L(n); w) − β1{N = S × n}. The program is uncertain about both the value of H(L(n); w),

average human capital at small scale n, and β, the reduction in average human capital if the

program increases its scale to S × n. Its priors over H(L(n); w) and β are N (µ0, ρ2
0) and N (b0, s2

0),

respectively. Together, these imply the program’s prior over average human capital at scale S × n,

H(L(S × n); w), is N (µ0 − b0, ρ2
0 + s2

0).

In the final period, the program operates as usual at scale n if it is not offered the larger

contract. If offered the larger contract, the program chooses its scale to maximize its expected net

impact in the current period given its beliefs:

V2(µ, ρ2, b, s2) ≡ max
s∈{S×n}

{
∫ ∞

−∞
F (h, K(n))

1

ρ
φ(

h − µ

ρ
)dh − wL(n) − rK(n),

∫ ∞

−∞
F (h, K(S × n))

1
√

ρ2 + s2
φ(

h − µ − b
√

ρ2 + s2
)dh − wL(S × n) − rK(S × n)},
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where φ is the standard normal density. The first and second term in the maximum function are

the expected value of the program’s output at scale n and S × n given the program’s beliefs after

the first round, respectively.

In the first period, the program chooses whether to operate as usual at scale n (e = 0) or to run

a scale-up experiment of the sort we propose here (e = 1). The firm makes its first-period choice

in order to maximize its total net expected impact across both periods:

max
e∈{0,1}

V1(e; mu0, ρ2
0, b0, s2

0),

where the first period value function equals is the sum of the expected value of the program’s output

in the first and second periods.

If the program chooses not to experiment (e = 0), the expected value of the program’s first and

second period output is given by:

V1(0; mu0, ρ2
0, b0, s2

0) =

∫ ∞

−∞
F (h, K(n))

1

ρ0
φ(

h − µ0

ρ0
)dh − wL(n) − rK(n)

+ EH,β,0[V (µ, ρ2, b, s2))],

where the first term in the summation is the expected value of the program’s output if it operates

normally at scale n in the first period. The second term is the expected value of the program’s

output given the information it acquired in the first round and its second period decision. In this

case, the program’s new information in the first period is an estimate of its human capital at scale n,

H̄(L(n)), with expected standard error ρ√
L(n)

. Because its priors are normal, the program updates

its belief about the mean of H(L(n); w) using a variance weighted average of the new estimate and

the mean of its prior. In expectation, the posterior mean is:

µ(H̄(L(n))) =
L(n)

L(n) + 1
H̄(L(n)) +

1

L(n) + 1
µ.

The expected posterior variance is:

ρ2(H̄(L(n))) =
ρ2

L(n) + 1
.
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The program does not observe any information about β and so its posterior over H(L(S × n); w)

becomes N (µ(H̄(L(n)) − b0, ρ2(H̄(L(n))) + s2
0).

If instead the program chooses to experiment in the first period (e = 1), the expected value of

the program’s first and second period output is given by:

V1(1; mu0, ρ2
0, b0, s2

0) =

∫ ∞

−∞
F (h, K(n))

1
√

ρ2
0 + s2

0

φ(
h − µ0 − b0
√

ρ2
0 + s2

0

)dh − wL(n) − rK(n)

+ EH,β,1[V (µ, ρ2, b, s2))].

The first term is the expected value of the program’s output in the first period it it operates at

scale n using the average human capital from scale S × n. Because the program runs a scale-up

experiment in the first period, it observes an estimate H̄(L(S × n)) of its human capital at large

scale S × n with expected standard error

√

ρ2
0+s2

0
L(n) . Therefore, the program expects to update its

prior given the estimate H̄(L(S × n)) to:

µ(H̄(L(S × n)))) =
L(n)

L(n) + 1
H̄(L(S × n)) +

1

L(n) + 1
µ,

ρ2(H̄(L(S × n))) =
ρ2

0 + s2
0

L(n) + 1
.

This information is also informative about the average human capital at scale n, H(L(n); w), and

the reduction in average human capital from scaling, β. The posterior for the elasticity term β is:

fβ|H̄(L(S×n))(b|H̄(L(S × n))) =
fH0(L(n))(H̄(L(S × n)) − b)fβ0(b)

∫ ∞
−∞ fH0(L(n))(H̄(L(S × n)) − t)fβ0(t)dt

,

where fH0(L(n)) and fβ0 denote the densities for the programs’ priors over H(L(n); w) and β.

Similarly, its H(L(n); w) posterior is:

fh|H̄(L(S×n))(h|H̄(L(S × n))) =
fH0(L(n))(h)fβ0(H̄(L(S × n)) − h)

∫ ∞
−∞ fH0(L(n))(t)fβ0(H̄(L(S × n)) − t)dt

.

This analysis highlights that scale-up experiments are potentially valuable because they provide

information about impacts at scale S × n without requiring the program to actually operate at this
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scale.16 By running a scale-up experiment instead of operating normally in the first period, the

program can reduce the variance of its beliefs about the level of human capital at scale S × n by

L(n)
L(n)+1s2 in expectation. This highlights that the benefit of the scale-up experiment is larger when

its prior about the elasticity of human capital with respect to scale, β, is more dispersed. Prior

information is likely to be more dispersed when a social program is new, and/or is making big

changes in scale, and/or has few close substitutes. For example, a social program that provides

sandwiches to the homeless is likely far more certain about the cost of increasing its scale than a

more unique program relying on more specialized inputs, like the Harlem Children’s Zone.

Moving beyond our model, which we have kept as simple as possible for clarity, there are a

few other situations where the information derived from a scale-up experiment is relatively more

valuable. First, the value of the experiment’s information increases with the time horizon over

which the program may operate, since the program can use the information in all future periods.

Second, if an input is costly to adjust, like unionized workers, this information will reduce the risk

of the program getting stuck with more workers than it needs if it were to go to scale and then

revert back to the small scale. This could easily be incorporated into our model by considering

a longer time horizon and assuming the program must continue to utilize its inputs for a certain

number of periods. Third, when the program’s future funding is contingent on having a sufficiently

large benefit-cost ratio, the experiment will be particularly valuable because it reduces the risk of

losing funding if the program goes to scale. In some cases, funders may be unwilling to invest the

resources needed to scale a program because it is too risky. In this case, the program may only

ever be able to obtain the funding required to increase its scale if it can provide evidence that it

will continue to be cost effective at larger scales.

There are two primary costs associated with running a scale-up experiment. First, the program

potentially operates sub-optimally in the period it runs the scale-up experiment because it does not

utilize the best set of inputs: F (E[H(L(S ×n))], K(n)) ≤ F (H(n), K(n)) and this equality is strict

if human capital is not perfectly elastic. Second, the program receives less information about the

distribution of human capital at scale n. Intuitively, the program’s human capital at scale S × n

is a noisy estimate of its human capital at scale n since it is mixed with information about β. In

16Of course the scale-up experiment is only valuable if its choice about what scale to operate at in the second period
depends on realization of the results of the experiment. If instead the program were to find it optimal to operate at
n or S × n for all possible human capital realizations, the scale-up experiment has no potential value.
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practice, a third cost is that the social program potentially needs to also dedicate more resources to

recruitment. This final cost is outside the scope of our model since we have assumed the program

observes a signal of all workers’ human capital.

4 Empirical Applications

In this section, we present a series of results that illustrate the benefits, costs, and flexibility of

our proposed method for scale-up experiments. We begin with some simulations before turning

to an empirical example: a language translation task on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk),

which highlights the magnitude of the decline in program quality that can result as scale increases

without increasing input prices. We also present results from a real-world application where we

have a non-profit tutoring program provider’s rank-ordering of tutors based on predicted quality at

the time of hiring, as well as measures of each tutor’s “value added” once hired. It turns out that

the non-profit in our application has little or no predictive power in assessing input quality at the

hiring stage, at least over the range of inputs that the organization actually hired. This application

demonstrates the interesting observation that there should not be much decline in program quality

as scale increases in cases when providers have difficulty predicting “input quality.”

4.1 Simulation Exercises

In this subsection, we present a concrete illustration of the potential benefits and costs of scale-up

experiments and variants of the simple design presented in the previous section. For this exercise,

imagine an educational program was shown to have a benefit-cost ratio far exceeding one at a

scale requiring 50 instructors. In light of these encouraging results, policymakers are interested in

providing enough funding to increase the program’s scale by a factor of 10.

Suppose that true instructor quality is given by Q∗, which is measured on some dimension of

student achievement. We assume Q∗ is normally distributed and has been standardized into Z-score

form, so Q∗ ∼ N (0, 1). The organization’s prediction of instructor quality at the hiring stage is

given by Q = Q∗ + ε. We assume initially that ε ∼ N (0, 0.4).

Suppose further that the organization screens 1, 000 applicants. Figure 1, which was discussed

above, shows workers’ marginal productivities as a function of their rank in the true productivity
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distribution. Figure 2 shows the distribution of actual and predicted tutor quality at the hiring

stage (Q) from a single replication of this simulation. Moving from right to left, the dotted lines

indicate the sets of tutors the program would hire at scales requiring 50 and 500 tutors, respectively.

Note that among the set of hired tutors average predicted quality Q is higher than true quality Q∗:

at a scale of 50 average predicted quality is 2.62 compared to an average actual quality of 2.21,

while at a scale of 500 average predicted and actual quality are 1.41 and 1.17, respectively. This

occurs because the firm picks applicants with high predicted Q, which could be due to high true

quality (Q∗) or due to an extreme draw with respect to noise (ε).

Across 5, 000 replications of this simulation, the average instructor quality of the 50 strongest

applicants is Q∗ = 2.17, or more than 2 standard deviations above the average of the overall

applicant pool. In contrast, the average instructor quality of the 500 strongest applicants, 1.18, is

nearly 50 percent lower.

Now, suppose the program ran a scale-up experiment by randomly hiring 50 of the top 500

applicants. The average instructor quality among these 50 instructors is an unbiased estimate of

the average quality from actually hiring all 500 instructors - that is, randomization works. The

scale-up experiment yields this estimate at 10% of the cost of hiring the 500 instructors directly.

This reduction in program expenses comes at the cost of increasing the standard errors of the

estimates. The standard error around our estimate from a scale-up experiment is 0.086, or about

9 percent of a standard deviation in our achievement metric. This is about three times larger than

the standard error of 0.034 around the estimate if we had instead hired all 500 tutors.

We can also address a different sort of cost from our approach that is somewhat subtle, but

which was highlighted by our model above and may be relevant in many real-world applications.

The non-profit partner or the policymaker sponsoring the program may notice that the set of

people served by a program will benefit more when the 50 instructors are hired by having the

non-profit pick the 50 best people, rather than through some sort of random sampling scheme. The

tradeoff here is between reducing short-term impact (smaller average effect on the people actually

served with these 50 instructors) in exchange for information that can help guide the design of a

larger-scale version of the program, and hence (hopefully) greater long-term impact.

One way to reduce the short-term cost is through stratified sampling: Suppose the non-profit

gets 2,000 applications, uses the paper files to identify the top 1,000, and would like to estimate
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the average quality of the 500 workers predicted to be best. Instead of randomly selecting which

50 applicants to hire, the program can use a stratified approach. A very simple version of this

would be to select the 25 best applicants with probability 1 and then randomly select the other 25

instructors from the remaining 475 workers ranked in the top 500 with probability 25/475. The

weighted average instructor quality is 1.180 (SE = 0.104), very similar to what we get from actually

hiring 500 instructors.17 But the unweighted average instructor quality - that is, the average quality

of instructors across individuals served during the scale-up experiment - is 1.76. This is almost 50

percent higher than the average worker quality using simple random sampling.18

These simulation exercises demonstrate scale-up experiments can substantially reduce the costs

of studying how programs would fare as their scale increases at the cost of somewhat more sampling

uncertainty. The design is flexible enough to be adapted to address many real-world constraints

that come up in carrying out small, medium or large-scale field experiments in practice.

4.2 An empirical application: mTurk translation task

We now present results from an experiment conducted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk) to

demonstrate how the results of our scale-up experiment are informative about how input quality

varies with scale at two different input price levels, in an application using real workers.

Imagine a social program that assists refugees with immigration paperwork by providing access

to online translators. The program is anticipating an influx in demand (say in response to the

global Syrian refugee crisis, or changes in US immigration policies). The program would like to

maintain the same quality of its translations at a larger scale, so it is interested in determining the

wage which would attract a larger pool of workers of the same average quality. To this end, the

program is considering whether to increase its scale and whether it is necessary to raise wages in

17Specifically, this estimate places weights of 1/20 and 19/20 on the average quality of the top 25 workers and
remaining workers, respectively.

18Screening more applicants can also be costly, but there is room for further cost savings by using random sampling.
Suppose for example that the program receives 2, 000 applications and intends to interview the 1, 000 applicants that
passed an initial screen. If the program randomly selected 100 applicants from that group of 1,000 to interview,
rank-ordered the interviewed pool and selected the top 50 applicants in this random applicant pool, the average
instructor quality at a scale of 50 is still an unbiased estimate of what the program would get from actually hiring
500 instructors. A simulation with 5,000 replications shows that the estimated average quality from this procedure is
close to the average quality of the top 500 instructors, with the estimate of 1.175 versus the estimate based on all 500
teachers of 1.178. But interview expenses are 80% lower. The cost of randomly sampling at both the interviewing and
hiring stage, rather than just randomly sampling at the hiring stage, is to further increase sampling uncertainty: the
variance in our estimate for true tutor quality, Q∗, increases to 0.106, a 23% increase over that from just randomly
sampling at the hiring stage.
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order to maintain its net impact.

We designed an mTurk “Human Intelligence Task” (HIT) with this hypothetical social program

in mind. All participants were paid to complete an application screen which included 10 multiple

choice German-English translation questions, randomly selected from a set of 32 potential questions.

We chose a German-English translation task to balance the desire for there to be some mTurk

workers who actually spoke the language against the concern that we might have too many highly-

skilled foreign-language speakers to not see any variation in translator quality over the feasible

range of our experiment. Half of participants were randomly invited to complete a second test with

20 questions drawn from a pool of 67 additional questions.19 The multiple choice questions were

based on translations in publicly available parallel corpora from Linguatools and Global Voices.

We hired workers for this task at two different wage rates. In our “high-wage” treatment,

participants were paid $2 for completing the pre-test and $4 for completing the post-test. In

our “low-wage” treatment, participants were paid $0.50 for completing the pre-test and $1.50 for

completing the post-test.20 Between January and March 2017, 351 HITs in the high wage treatment

were completed by 329 workers and 249 HITs in the low wage treatment were completed by 249

workers. About half of these workers completed the 20 question post-test: 171 workers in the high

wage treatment and 123 workers in the low wage treatment. A total of 110 workers participated in

both the high- and low-wage treatments.21

Figure 3 shows the predicted quality at each applicant-rank up to 250 for the two wage levels.

Each quality curve shows the expected share of questions answered correctly on the post-test as a

function of the participant’s rank on the pre-test.22 As economic theory would predict, expected

quality is higher at each pre-test rank in the high-wage treatment arm. Within each wage level,

expected quality declines with pre-test rank, but very slowly. The estimated elasticity of translator

19Participants were not told selection was random. Specifically, they were told: “Based on this [pre-]test, you may
also be invited to complete a second test.”

20The pre- and post-test were included in a single HIT on mTurk. The wage for completing the pre-test was the
posted wage for the HIT, but the HIT description included a note that workers could be paid the post-test rate as a
bonus.

21Specifically, 250 workers completed the high wage treatment between February 16th, 2017 and February 19th,
2017. The low wage treatment was run in two batches. 100 workers completed the task on January 2nd, 2017 and
250 more workers completed the task between February 16th, 2017 and March 19th, 2017.

22We estimate each of these quality curves by regressing the logarithm of the percentage of post-test questions
answered correctly on the logarithm of the rank on the pre-test. The figures show the predicted percentage correct
from each of these regressions. This specification assumes the elasticity of quality with respect to the number of
translators is constant.
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quality with respect to the number of translators is about -0.001 at both wages with a standard

error of about 0.0005. This elasticity implies a 1 percent increase in the number of translators is

associated with a 0.001 percent decline in average worker quality. The absolute level of translator

quality in our mTurk data is obviously quite low throughout the entire range we study here, but

that is not central to the key point we intend to illustrate with our example.

These data highlight the magnitude of the potential value to a program provider of carrying

out a scale-up experiment. Suppose for instance that the program initially operated with, say,

25 translators who were each paid $1.50 per translation exercise. Using the 14 workers randomly

selected to take the post-test whose performance on the low-wage pre-test ranked among the top

25,23 we estimate average translator quality, as measured by the share of items correctly translated,

is 0.33 (SE = 0.04). If the social value of each correctly done translation is $p the provider’s net

social value is ($p × 0.33 × 25) − ($1.50 × 25).

In planning how to best scale in anticipation of the influx in demand, say by 10-fold, the

program can run several versions of a scale-up experiment. Specifically, it can randomly select 25

workers from the top 250 applicants in the low or high-wage pools,24 or it can randomly sample a

total of 25 workers from both applicant pools, say 13 and 12 workers from the low and high wage

applicant pools, respectively. These experiments vary in their target estimands, in the precision of

their estimates and, in their costs. We simulate 5, 000 draws from each of these three approaches

by drawing workers from our mTurk applicant pools. The low wage scale-up experiment costs the

program no more than its small scale implementation and estimates that average translator quality

will be 0.28 (0.019) at a scale of 250 workers. The main cost of this experiment is realizing the 15

percent drop in translator quality. In contrast, the high wage experiment increases the program’s

costs by 167% and yields an estimate of average worker quality at a scale of 250 workers paid at

the high wage of 0.325 (0.024).25 This suggests the program can avoid almost all of the decline in

quality by raising its workers’ wages. The third approach has the advantage of yielding estimates of

average worker quality at a scale of 250 translators at both the low and high wage. Specifically, the

hybrid scale-up experiment estimates translator quality will be 0.283 (0.027) at the low wage and

23Because of ties on the pre-test, the set of the “top 25” applicants includes 38 individuals.
24Technically, there are only 249 applicants in the low wage applicant pool.
25Another potential benefit of offering a higher wage is easier recruitment. At the high wage, we were able to

recruit 250 workers to complete our mTurk HIT in about three days. In contrast, it took ten times longer, about 31
days, for us to recruit 250 workers to complete our low wage HIT.
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0.326 (0.037) at the high wage. The trade-off for getting two estimates from a single experiment

is a 40 to 50 percent increase in the standard errors compared to the experiments drawing from a

single applicant pool.

The low-wage only experiment suggests average translator quality will be 0.28 with 250 trans-

lators paid the low wage. This suggests about a 15 percent reduction in translator quality. The

program will find it optimal to increase its scale when 250(0.28p − $1.50) ≥ 25(0.33p − $1.50).

This is the case if p ≥ 5.9. Otherwise, the provider’s net impact decreases at the larger scale.

The high wage scale-up experiment implies average translator quality will barely decline compared

to average quality at a small scale with a low wage, 0.325 compared to 0.33, when 250 trans-

lators are paid the high wage. But maintaining this quality requires a substantial increase in

wages. The program will prefer increasing its scale to 250 translators paid the higher wage when

250(0.325p − $4) ≥ 25(0.33p − $1.50), or p ≥ 13.18. The hybrid wage experiment provides similar

estimates of average translator quality at both wages, on average, but with about 50 percent more

variability across particular draws of the experiment.

4.3 Another empirical application: SAGA Tutoring

We now present some results from a real-world empirical example: a personalized educational

intervention that we have been working to study in Chicago, delivered in the form of small-group

instruction - that is, tutoring.

The main innovation of the math tutoring program we study is to substantially reduce the

costs of intensive one-on-one or two-on-one instruction. We have long known that small-group

instruction is the best way to teach anyone anything, since among other things it makes individu-

alizing instruction so much easier (see for example Bloom (1984)). The intervention we examine,

which was developed by the Match charter school in Boston originally and is now delivered by a

new non-profit (SAGA Innovations), recognized that the instructional “technology” of tutoring is

quite different from that of a classroom and requires far less formal training or on-the-job learning.

Instructors are people who are willing to spend 10 months doing public service at relatively low

wages ($19,000 plus benefits). This makes the high dosage of the tutoring model feasible from a

cost perspective. Previous studies of this intervention yield encouraging results at moderate scale

(see Fryer (2014) and Cook et al. (2015)). Can similar benefits be achieved at large scale?
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To begin to answer this question, in summer 2015 we worked with SAGA Innovations to ran-

domize 1, 848 male and female 9th, 10th and 11th graders across 11 Chicago public high schools to

receive intensive individualized instruction or to a control group. In a subset of these schools, we

randomly assigned the 176 treatment-group students to be matched to one of 49 tutors. That is,

conditional on school we have random assignment of students to instructors and so can generate

unbiased estimates of instructor “value added” scores. We also have information on each tutor’s

predicted quality by SAGA during the hiring process - that is, the ranking SAGA assigned to them

after interviews - as well as student outcomes through the end of the fall 2015 semester. Table 2

shows that this is a disadvantaged sample of students overall, and that the baseline characteristics

of those assigned to the treatment and control groups are quite similar on average.

To examine the relationship between the effect of the SAGA program and the scale of imple-

mentation, we regress a learning outcome Y for student i assigned to tutor j in school s against

the rank R of tutor j, a set of student baseline characteristics, X, and school fixed effects δs:

Yijs = a0 + a1Rj + a2Xijs + δs + νijs.

Our estimate for a1 tells us about the degree to which program scale translates into declines in

average program quality because of “supply-side” effects - that is, declines in instructor quality as

scale increases.

If the program provider could easily predict tutor quality and hired tutors in order to maximize

its impact, we would expect less preferred tutors to have a lower value-added. But this is not what

we see. Our estimate for the slope of this relationship (a1) is essentially flat - the 95% confidence

interval for the slope ranges from −.004 to .003.

Of course, it is possible that the functional form of the relationship between predicted and

actual tutor quality is perhaps more complicated. Figure 4 presents a non-parametric variant of

this exercise, plotting tutor value add by rank for fall semester 2015 math GPA as our measure of

student learning, Yijs.26 One thing we can see is the substantial heterogeneity across tutors in their

estimated value-added scores. When we take the data from our experiment and estimate the usual

treatment on the treated (TOT) effect, using random assignment to treatment as an instrument

26Each tutor’s value-added is calculated by including tutor fixed effects instead of Rj in the above equation.
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for program participation, we see an average TOT effect across all tutors of 0.49 points on a 0-4

GPA scale. The vertical axis in Figure 4 shows the difference in the value added of each individual

tutor (relative to the school-specific mean for that tutor’s school) on the same 0 to 4 GPA scale.

We can see that there is tremendous variation across tutors in value-added, spread out across a

band of nearly 2 full points on the GPA scale. The x-axis in this figure is each tutor’s predicted

quality - that is, their rank according to SAGA as predicted during the hiring process. Therefore,

even when we estimate the relationship between tutors’ initial ranking and actual value-added non-

parametrically we see little evidence for a downward sloping relationship between tutor rank-order

and tutor value-added, at least over the range of program operations that we can test with these

data.27

Given the promising results at moderate scale shown in Fryer (2014) and Cook et al. (2015),

SAGA is very likely to be given the opportunity to increase the scale of its operation. Without the

results of this scale-up experiment, SAGA and its funders would face a risky decision about how

to go about this scale up. SAGA potentially may have insisted on scaling slowly, or even resisted

scaling at all, because of the risks of having a fully scaled RCT upend the initially positive findings.

By running a scale-up experiment instead of going directly to a larger scale, SAGA greatly reduced

its uncertainty about worker human capital at large scale. Since tutor quality winds up not varying

much over the scale of tutors studied here, SAGA can have greater confidence that its estimated

impact at moderate scale will not decline because the program is being delivered by lower quality

tutors at the larger scale.

While the main purpose of this empirical exercise is to illustrate how our approach can be used

to estimate the elasticity of input quality to program scale, the specific substantive finding here is

also interesting. It turns out that the program provider’s prediction of tutor quality is mostly all

noise, at least within the set of tutors that they actually hired. This means that within this range

of current operations, as the provider dialed up or down the program scale there would be little

change in average input quality. Perhaps counter-intuitively, the worse the provider’s assessment

of input quality at the hiring stage, the less severe is the scale-up challenge. When the employer

27The results are also similar if we exclude data from some of the lowest-ranked tutors who wound up quitting
during the fall semester, and (we believe) were replaced by much higher-quality tutors. In principle, this would bias
our results in the direction of attenuating the relationship between the start-of-the-year tutor’s predicted quality rank
by SAGA and the end-of-the-semester value-added estimate. But in practice the results are little changed.
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cannot predict worker quality, the workers it hires at small scale are just a random sample of the

workers it would hire at larger scale.

5 Conclusion

Alinea is the best restaurant in Chicago, one of only twelve restaurants in the US to earn a Michelin

3-star rating, and widely considered to be one of the top restaurants in the world. Imagine asking

the question: “Could we take Alinea to scale? Could we open an Alinea in Memphis, Tennessee, and

San Diego, California, and St. Louis and Boston and New York and Philadelphia and Baltimore

and Atlanta?” Thinking about this question immediately makes clear that a central challenge -

if not the central challenge - would not be about whether customers are fundamentally different

across cities in ways that would affect their appreciation for high-end restaurant fare. The real

challenge instead is very clearly: How and where would we find enough skilled chefs and wait-staff

to run these restaurants? How and where would we get enough of the necessary ingredients?

The same challenge is frequently relevant when scaling up social programs. What at first

glance appears to be a long laundry list of different potential challenges to successfully scaling up

a social program are actually different versions of the same underlying problem: some “inputs” to

a program are in limited supply. To buy more of these inputs - teachers, program administrators,

program facilities - at larger and larger scale while holding quality constant will require increasing

the price paid for these inputs. Put differently, many important inputs to social programs have

what economists would describe as an “upward sloping supply curve.” This framework also helps

fundamentally re-orient our thinking away from the simple yes/no question “Does this program

scale?” to the ultimately much more constructive question “What cost-per-participant is required

to scale this program?”

The main contribution of our paper is to propose a method that lets us learn about how the cost

and quality of a program change as scale greatly increases without having to incur the full costs of

actually running the program at that much larger scale. The trick is randomization. We usually

think of random assignment as a key to successfully identifying whether a program works as part

of some impact evaluation - we randomly assign people to either get some program (“treatment”)

or not (“control”), just as in a randomized trial in medicine. But it is also possible to use random
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assignment to learn how the program would work (or what would be required to make the program

work) at 5, 10, 50 or 100 times the actual scale at which it is operated by rank-ordering inputs

(teachers, tutors, etc.) and then randomly selecting inputs from that quality-ranked list.

We provide some initial illustrative empirical examples in the paper about how the procedure

works in practice, and that also illustrate the link between the severity of the problem we identify

and the degree to which input quality is predictable in advance. But our larger goal is to help

stimulate more work on the economics of scale-up. There are at present remarkably few examples

of programs that have been tested at small scale and then successfully taken to much larger scales,

and to the extent to which the field has thought about what breaks down during scale up it has

largely focused on issues related to treatment heterogeneity. Our paper highlights that there are

other basic challenges as well, and lays out a framework to begin empirically studying them.
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6 Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Example Worker Quality Curve

Notes. This figure shows marginal worker quality as a function of the number of workers
hired for a hypothetical social program.
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Figure 2: Simulation Results

Notes. This figure shows the distribution of actual and predicted tutor quality at the
hiring stage (Q) from a single replication of the simulation in subsection 4.1. The
black and gray bars show the distributions of true and perceived quality, respectively.
Moving from right to left, the dotted lines indicate the sets of tutors the program would
hire at scales requiring 50 and 500 tutors, respectively.
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Figure 3: mTurk Translator Supply Curves

Notes. This figure presents the results of our mTurk application discussed in subsection
4.2. Each curve shows the predicted quality at each applicant-rank up to 250 for the two
wage levels. Predicted quality is defined as the expected share of questions answered
correctly on the post-test as a function of the participant’s rank on the pre-test.

Figure 4: Tutor Quality Supply Curve

Notes. This figure plots tutor value add by rank using fall semester 2015 math GPA
as our measure of student learning from our SAGA tutoring application discussed in
subsection 4.3. The vertical axis is the difference in the value added of each individual
tutor from the school-specific mean for that tutor’s school. The x-axis is each tutor’s
rank according to SAGA as predicted during the hiring process.
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Table 1: Survey of Program Evaluation Papers

Number of papers 48
Number which assess costs versus benefits 28
Number which discuss program expansion 16
Number which mention inelastic supply of any inputs 1
Number which estimate benefits at larger scale 0

Notes. Data come from a survey of all articles in journals
between 2005 and 2015 in the American Economic Review,
the Quarterly Journal of Economics, the Journal of Politi-
cal Economy, the Journal of Labor Economics, the Journal of
Human Resources, and the Journal of Public Economics. We
define an article as a “program evaluation” if it measures the
effect of a specific intervention. See Appendix Section A for
a complete list of included papers.
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Table 2: Baseline Characteristics of Students

Characteristic Full Sample Treat Control

Number of Students 1848 981 867
% Black 53% 53% 52%

% Hispanic 38% 39% 38%
% Male 51% 51% 51%

% Learning Disabled 15% 16% 15%
2012-2013 GPA (out of 4.0) 2.57 2.55 2.59

2013-2014 GPA 2.56 2.54 2.59
2014-2015 GPA 2.58 2.58 2.58

2012-2013 GPA in Math (out of 4.0) 2.04 2.01 2.08
2013-2014 GPA in Math 2.03 1.99 2.08
2014-2015 GPA in Math 2.16 2.15 2.18

As in 2014-2015 5.02 4.92 5.12
Bs in 2014-2015 4.99 4.88 5.11
Cs in 2014-2015 4.54 4.59 4.48
Ds in 2014-2015 1.65 1.67 1.62
Fs in 2014-2015 1.11 1.08 1.15

Age 14.5 14.5 14.5
% Between 14-15 years old 90% 90% 91%
% Between 15-16 years old 8% 8% 8%

% Old for Grade 24% 24% 23%
% in 10th Grade 30% 31% 29%

Days Present in 2014-2015 SY 159.5 159.0 160.1
Out of School Suspensions in 2014-2015 SY 0.36 0.35 0.37

In School Suspensions in 2014-2015 SY 0.22 0.19 0.25
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